Regulation of myelin structure and conduction velocity by perinodal astrocytes
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The speed of impulse transmission is critical for optimal neural circuit function, but it is unclear how the appropriate conductive velocity is established in individual axons. The velocity of impulse transmission is influenced by the thickness of the myelin sheath and the morphology of the extracellular domain of Ranvier along axons. Here we show that myelin thickness and nodal gap length are reversibly altered by astrocytes, glial cells that contact nodes of Ranvier. Thrombin-dependent proteolysis of a cell adhesion molecule that attaches myelin to the axon (neurofascin 155) is inhibited by vesicular release of thrombin protease inhibitors from perinodal astrocytes. Transgenic mice expressing a dominant-negative fragment of VAMP2 in astrocytes, to reduce exocytosis by 50%, exhibited detachment of adjacent paranodal loops of myelin from the axon, increased nodal gap length, and thinning of the myelin sheath in the optic nerve. These morphological changes alter the passive cable properties of axons to reduce conduction velocity and spike-time arrival in the CNS in parallel with a decrease in visual acuity. All effects were reversed by the thrombin inhibitor Fondaparinux. Similar results were obtained by viral transfection of tetanus toxin into astrocytes of the rat corpus callosum. Previously, it was unknown how the myelin sheath could be thinned and the functions of perinodal astrocytes were not well understood. These findings describe a form of nervous system plasticity in which myelin structure and conduction velocity are adjusted by astrocytes. The thrombin-dependent cleavage of neurofascin 155 may also have relevance to myelin disruption and repair.

Significance

Proper communication between brain regions, via white matter tracts, allows us to carry out complex cognitive and motor tasks. Impulses traveling must arrive at relay points almost simultaneously for such communication to be effective. Myelin enables saltatory conduction of impulses and hence is a candidate for modulation of impulse conduction velocity. But myelin structure is once formed, has been considered static. In this study, we show that mature myelin structure is dynamic. The mature myelin sheath thickness and nodal gap length can be reversibly modulated to optimize the speed of axonal impulses. This modulation of myelin is regulated by exocytosis of thrombin protease inhibitors from astrocytes at the node of Ranvier.
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Astrocyte Exocytosis Regulates Detachment of Paranodal Loops of Myelin at the Node of Ranvier. Cleavage of NF155 by thrombin should disrupt the axoglial junction holding paranodal loops to the axon, causing them to detach. The optic nerve was chosen for analysis because of its uniform population of myelinated axons from retinal ganglion cells, devoid of dendrites, synapses, or other neurons. High-resolution transmission EM, serial block-face scanning EM (SBSEM), and 3D reconstruction from SBSEM showed many cases in which the outermost paranodal loops of myelin were detached from the axon adjacent to perinodal astrocytes when exocytosis from astrocytes was reduced (Fig. 2A–G). Paranodal loops more distal to the perinodal astrocyte had normal morphology and prominent septate junctions with the axon (Fig. 2A–C). Detached paranodal loops were also evident in cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig. 2G) as cytoplasm filled wraps of uncompacted myelin, withdrawn from the node overlying the compacted myelin. This detachment and withdrawal of the outer myelin wraps is clearly evident in high-resolution 3D reconstructions generated from SBSEM (Fig. 2D–F).

Detachment of paranodal loops was observed less frequently in the wild-type (WT) condition (Fig. 2H) and after restoring normal astrocytic secretion by terminating expression of the transgene by Dox treatment (Fig. 2I). Quantitative TEM analysis of 617 nodes of Ranvier indicated that 38.3% of nodes had paranodal loops detached in mice with astrocytes expressing (gfp)dnVAMP2, significantly more than the 20.0% detached when (gfp)dnVAMP2 expression was prevented by Dox treatment. The latter condition was not significantly different from WT mice (22.8%) (Fig. 2J). The increased detachment of paranodal loops was reduced to normal by restoring normal levels of exocytosis from astrocytes by resupplying Dox to the diet for 30 d or by daily injections of the thrombin inhibitor Fondaparinux (10 mg/kg) for 3 wk (Fig. 2J). Together, these results show that detachment of paranodal loops is a normal process ongoing in WT mice, which is increased by reducing exocytosis from astrocytes, thereby increasing thrombin-dependent proteolysis of NF155.

Astrocyte Exocytosis Regulates Nodal Gap Length. Detachment of the outermost paranodal loops should increase the nodal gap length, and this was confirmed quantitatively by confocal microscopy following immunohistochemical staining of Na⁺ channels marking the nodal gap and Caspr1 marking the paranodal regions (Fig. 3A). Nodal gap length increased significantly in mice with astrocytes expressing (gfp)dnVAMP2, significantly more than the 20.0% detached when (gfp)dnVAMP2 expression was prevented by Dox treatment. There was no difference between animals on Dox compared with WT mice. Similar results were found when exocytosis from astrocytes was reduced by removing Dox in adult mice, indicating that remodeling of myelin by vesicle release from astrocytes can occur after myelin is fully formed (Fig. 3A and B). Importantly, the increase in nodal gap length in these mice was prevented by daily s.c. injections of the thrombin inhibitor Fondaparinux (10 mg/kg) (Fig. 3A and B). Immunoblot analysis confirmed that NF155 cleavage was prevented in the same animals expressing (gfp)dnVAMP2.
conditions, the length of the nodal gap was a linear function of the frequency of nodes with paranodal loops lifted (Fig. 3C), indicating that the level of paranodal loop detachment parallels the widening of the nodal gap.

Fig. 2. Detachment of outermost paranodal loops of myelin is regulated by vesicular release of PN1 from astrocytes. (A–C) Detachment of paranodal loop (A), expanded cytoplasm (B), and displacement from the node (C) are shown by EM in mice with exocytosis from astrocytes reduced by (gfap) dnVAMP2 expression (yellow arrows). Septate junctions distal to the perinodal astrocyte, aqua. (D) Transverse section through an axon in the (gfap)dnVAMP2 condition where the outermost layers of myelin are filled with cytoplasm for one and one-half wraps around the axon (arrows) in withdrawing over compacted myelin. (H and I) Detachment of paranodal loops was reduced in WT and after terminating (gfap)dnVAMP2 expression (recovery). (J) TEM analysis of 617 adult optic nerve axons showing percentage of nodes with detached paranodal loops under various conditions [P < 0.0001, \( \chi^2 \), n = 617] = 31.34]. Detachment increased significantly in the (gfap)dnVAMP2 condition compared with –dnVAMP2 \( \chi^2 \), n = 350 = 15.882, P = 0.0001]. The increase could be induced in the adult [adult onset vs. (gfap)dnVAMP2, \( \chi^2 \), n = 246] = 0.764, P = 0.382, n.s.]. Increased paranodal loop detachment was reversed after terminating expression of the transgene (recovery, 30 d) or by injecting Fondaparinux for 21 d [gfap dnVAMP2 + Fond]. The percentage of nodes with paranodal loops detached in WT mice was not significantly different from mice with (gfap)dnVAMP2 expression blocked (–dnVAMP2) (Movies S2 and S3). A single asterisk (*) indicates a significant difference in J and a paranodal astrocyte in H and I.

dnVAMP2 that had been treated with the thrombin inhibitor (Fig. 1 G and H). A different inhibitor, Hirudin, which inhibits thrombin by binding directly to its catalytic site, also prevented the increase in nodal gap length in (gfap)dnVAMP2 adult mice when delivered for 2 wk to the visual cortex via an osmotic minipump (0.67 ± 0.042 μm vs. 0.81 ± 0.03 μm nodal gap length, Hirudin vs. vehicle, respectively; t test, \( t_9 = 2.76, P < 0.014 \) (SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods).

The increase in nodal gap length was reversed by supplying Dox to terminate expression of (gfap)dnVAMP2 from astrocytes in adult animals (recovery), but more than 5 d were required for restoration of normal gap length (Fig. 3B). Across all experimental
These findings were verified by an independent method of reducing vesicle release from astrocytes in a different brain region and in a different experimental animal (Fig. 3 D and E and SI Appendix, Fig. S2 L–N). Tetanus Toxin Light Chain (TeLC) is an adenosiral vector (AVV) that expresses TeLC specifically in astrocytes via an enhanced GFP promoter, GnaABC:D (SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods), thereby inhibiting vesicular exocytosis only in transfected astrocytes (13, 14). Stereotoxic injections of TeLC and a control (benign) AVV into the corpus callosum of opposite cerebral hemispheres of WT rats resulted in specific transfection of astrocytes in the vicinity of the injection (Fig. 3D and SI Appendix, Fig. S2L), identified by the EGF reporter. Confocal images of nodes of Ranvier in microscope fields covered by a transfected astrocyte were obtained, and the length of the nodal gap was measured. Twenty-one days post injection, the mean nodal gap length of axons encompassed by TeLC-transfected astrocytes was significantly larger than that in the control AVV-infected astrocytes in the contralateral corpus callosum (TeLC vs. control virus, Fig. 3E). Since astrocytes form nonoverlapping domains (15), an analysis was also made of nodes of Ranvier in microscope fields within the domain of transfected astrocytes expressing EGFP (SI Appendix, Fig. S2L and N) and in microscopic fields in the same region but outside the domain of a transfected astrocyte, where astrocytes lacked GFP expression (SI Appendix, Fig. S2L and M). Nodal gap length in axons encompassed by TeLC-transfected astrocytes was significantly larger than nodal gap length of axons encompassed by untransfected astrocytes in the same microscopic field (Fig. 3E). Together, these results indicate that astrocytic exocytosis regulates nodal gap length via inhibition of thrombin-mediated proteolysis of NF155. Moreover, these effects are regulated within the spatial domain of individual astrocytes rather than being a systemic effect.

**Distribution of Na+ Channels at the Node of Ranvier.** Nodal gap length and Na+ channel distribution in the node of Ranvier have a strong influence on action potential firing and CV (4). Detachment of outer wraps of myelin from the axon and widening of the nodal gap could allow lateral diffusion of Na+ channels at the node of Ranvier. Sodium channel distribution in the nodal gap was measured by line-scan densitometry across the node using high-magnification confocal microscopy and was found to be broader when exocytosis from astrocytes was reduced by (gфap)dnVAMP2 expression (Fig. 3F). Treating animals expressing (gфap)dnVAMP2 with the thrombin inhibitor prevented the dispersion of Na+ channels (Fig. 3F), indicating a mechanism dependent on thrombin proteolysis, consistent with the lifting of paranodal loops increasing nodal gap length.

Thus, the distribution of Na+ channels inside the node of Ranvier becomes broader as the nodal gap widens when exocytosis in astrocytes is reduced. Both the decreased transmembrane current density resulting from redistribution of Na+ channels, even without changes in their abundance, and the increased membrane capacitance from lengthening the nodal gap would slow activation of action potentials at the node. Together, these results indicate a reversible process regulating Na+ channel distribution at the node by exocytosis from astrocytes acting through inhibition of thrombin-dependent proteolysis.

**Astrocyte Exocytosis Regulates Thickness of the Myelin Sheath.** Nodal remodeling could be associated with changes in thickness of the myelin sheath because the paranodal loop that borders the nodal gap is formed from the outermost layer of myelin, which is continuous with the plasma membrane of the oligodendrocyte through a slender process (the outer mesaxon or outer cytoplasmic tongue) (16). Quantitative TEM analysis showed that myelin sheath thickness was reduced significantly when exocytosis in astrocytes was reduced (Fig. 3G–I). The interfibrillar distance within the compact myelin sheath did not differ, indicating normal compaction of myelin (Fig. 3G, Inset). Myelin thickness recovered to normal after terminating the VAMP2-dependent reduction in exocytosis in astrocytes by administering Fondaparinux to the feed at postnatal day 40 (P40) and examining myelin thickness at P70 (Fig. 3J). Thinning of the myelin sheath was also induced when exocytosis from astrocytes was decreased in adults after formation of compact myelin (Fig. 3J). Treatment with the thrombin inhibitor Fondaparinux reversed the effects (Fig. 3J), and there was no change in axon diameter or number of unmyelinated axons with (gфap)dnVAMP2 expression (SI Appendix, Fig. S3Q and R).

**Regulation of Conduction Velocity in the Optic Nerve as a Consequence of Remodeling of Nodal Gap and Myelin Thickness.** Mathematical modeling based on passive cable properties predicted a CV decrease of ~11% from the observed changes in myelin structure after reducing exocytosis from astrocytes (17, 18). Consistent with this prediction, electrophysiological recordings in excised optic nerve showed that CV was reduced 20.4 ± 1.8% in the mice expressing (gфap)dnVAMP2 (Fig. 4A–E and SI Appendix, Fig. S6). The mathematical model does not take into consideration the reduced clustering of Na+ channels, which could have led to an underestimate of the predicted reduction in CV when exocytosis in astrocytes was reduced.

**Regulation of Latency of Spike-Time Arrival in the Visual Cortex as a Consequence of Remodeling Nodal Gap and Myelin Thickness.** High temporal precision of conduction time between synaptic relay points in the CNS is critical for optimal performance of neural circuits (19), and pathological conditions that desynchronize spike-time arrival can cause neurological and psychological dysfunction (20). We therefore measured visually evoked electrophysiological responses in the visual cortex (Fig. 4F–I) and measured visual acuity by the optomotor reflex (Fig. 4J–L). Latency to the peak visually evoked potentials (VEP) in the visual cortex was significantly longer in mice expressing (gфap)dnVAMP2 in astrocytes (Fig. 4F–H), consistent with the reduced CV measured in excised optic nerve axons. Visual acuity was also significantly decreased in mice expressing (gфap)dnVAMP2 in astrocytes (Fig. 4K).

*Fig. 4.* Myelin plasticity changes conduction velocity, spike-time arrival in visual cortex, and visual acuity. (A–E) Conduction times were slower for all components of the compound action potential (G2 t test, t12 = 2.21, G3 t test, t12 = 2.96), and G4 (t test, t11 = 3.05) that could be measured in excised optic nerves in the (gфap)dnVAMP2, compared with the –dnVAMP2 condition. (F) VEPs in visual cortex. (G–I) Latency to peak VEP was 6.74 ms longer in the (gфap)dnVAMP2 condition (G and H, t test, t10 = 4.52) and restored by Fondaparinux treatment (I, t test, t10 = 3.17). G shows summed waveforms for all data in H. (L–Q) Visual acuity measured by computerized strip-drum assay was reduced in the (gфap)dnVAMP2 condition (K, t test, t10 = 2.23), and the effect was reversed by Fondaparinux (L, t test, t10 = 2.49). A single asterisk (*) indicates a significant difference.
latency to peak VEP (Fig. 4f) and the deficit in visual acuity (Fig. 4l) in mice expressing (gglap)dnVAMP2, indicating a thrombin-dependent mechanism.

In longitudinal studies on the same individual mice in the VEP studies, we found that restoring normal levels of exocytosis in astrocytes for 5 d did not change nodal gap length (Fig. 3b) or latency to VEP (SI Appendix, Fig. S7A), even though expression of (gglap)dnVAMP2 was completely inhibited at this time point (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Thirty days were required for recovery of nodal gap length (Fig. 3B) and for recovery of NF155 cleavage (SI Appendix, Fig. S7B). These kinetics are consistent with the proposed mechanism for the structural and functional changes in myelin via vesicular release of protease inhibitors from astrocytes regulating thrombin-dependent cleavage of NF155.

**Discussion**

The functions of perinodal astrocytes are not well understood, and before this research there was no theory for how the myelin sheath could be thinned nondestructively. Together, the results show that exocytosis of thrombin protease inhibitors from astrocytes inhibits cleavage of NF155 at a thrombin protease site in the paranodal loops, widening of the nodal gap, dispersion of septate junctions by various genetic causes results in detachment of the outermost paranodal loops from the axon. The astrocyte-mediated effects on myelin structure have electrophysiological and functional consequences: they are reversible, and they can proceed in compacted myelin of adults. This process occurs normally in WT animals, but it is greatly increased when exocytosis from astrocytes is reduced. Moreover, viral transfection of individual astrocytes shows that myelin morphology, and thus impulse conductance, are regulated locally within the spatial domain encompassed by individual astrocytes.

Genetic loss of NF155 and other components of the paranodal septate junctions further support the present findings. Loss of the sepalte junctions by various genetic causes results in detachment of the paranodal loops, widening of the nodal gap, dispersion of ion channels at the node, and reduced CV (21–23). In contrast to proteolytic cleavage of only the outermost paranodal loops from the axon by reducing exocytosis in astrocytes, genetic disruption of all of the paranodal junctions results in dysmyelination and failure to maintain compact myelin (myelin splitting, decompaction—and thus thicker sheaths—vacularion, and loss of myelin) (24).

Finally, myelin thinning is a well-studied mechanism for myelin remodeling because its activity is tightly constrained by a complex network of positive and negative factors that are highly regulated spatially and temporally, as is evident in thrombin proteolysis in the blood coagulation cascade (25). Astrocytes are a primary source of PN1 and other protease inhibitors, but they are also the major cellular source of the enzyme Tissue Factor, which initiates the conversion of prothrombin to thrombin (26). Thus, perinodal astrocytes are equipped to locally promote or inhibit thrombin activity at the paranodal loops flanking astrocytes at the nodes of Ranvier. Astrocyte secretive shows no evidence for thrombin expression under normal conditions (27), but astrocytes can express thrombin under certain pathological conditions, such as Alzheimer’s disease (28).

Exocytosis of other molecules from astrocytes is likely reduced by the dnVAMP2 and TeLC transgenes (29), but a thrombin-dependent mechanism for these anatomical, physiological, and functional changes is shown by reversing all of these effects by the highly specific thrombin inhibitor Fondaparinux. Hirudin, a thrombin inhibitor operating through a different mechanism, also prevents the increase in nodal gap length when exocytosis from astrocytes is reduced. These data exclude exocytosis of neurotransmitters (ATP and glutamate) from astrocytes as being responsible, but they do not rule out possible involvement of additional signaling molecules from astrocytes, other cell adhesion molecules, or other functions of thrombin in myelin remodeling.

The results suggest that the myelin sheath can be thinned and thinned by different cellular processes of membrane addition and retrieval in oligodendrocytes. The myelin sheath is formed by the inner glial oligodendrocyte cell body, which is in contact with the axon. The inner impulse spirals around the axon to form multiple layers of compact myelin and expands laterally (30). As the axon grows and increases in caliper, more layers of myelin are added by the inner impulse, and the internodal distance increases. This growth requires movement between the layers of myelin, and it is well appreciated that the myelin sheath is a dynamic membrane system in which the layers can slip over each other to thicken the sheath (16). The outermost paranodal loop of myelin is continuous with the plasma membrane of the oligodendrocyte through the outer mesaxon, so that detachment of the outer paranodal loop and retraction into the oligodendrocyte thins the myelin sheath and widens the nodal gap. These changes and dispersed Na+ channels slow CV.

A decrease in visual acuity accompanied the increased VEP latency in parallel with myelin thinning and nodal gap widening caused by the thrombin-dependent cleavage of NF155 when exocytosis was reduced in astrocytes. This visual impairment is consistent with studies showing that conduction delays can degrade sensory perception and that compensatory mechanisms are necessary to optimize spike-time arrival. As optic nerve length increases with growth in teleost fish, the diameter of retinal axons increases to preserve the timing of visual information arriving at the brain (31). Myelin thickness also increases to maintain the optimal g-ratio (32). Loss of visual acuity is an early diagnostic indication of multiple sclerosis (MS) (33), and VEP amplitudes are reduced in MS patients even before visual impairment (34). The present findings add a mechanism to adjust conduction delays in individual axons to promote optimal spike-time arrival and behavioral performance.

In addition to precise spike-time arrival, neural oscillations of proper frequency and phase are critical for information processing by coordinating activity among groups of neurons. Despite the several-thousand-fold increase in volume of the mammalian brain across species, the hierarchy of brain oscillations remains preserved to enable multiple timescale communication within and across neuronal networks at approximately the same speed, irrespective of brain volume (35). Conduction delays between distant brain regions will profoundly affect the phase and amplitude coupling, and thus the stability of neural oscillations (20). Conduction delays between distant brain regions may participate in transferring hippocampal information to the basolateral amygdala (37) and cortex (38) for consolidation of context-dependent memory. While local circuit properties, which can be modulated by astrocytes (39), govern neural oscillations locally, myelination of axons projecting between distant brain regions must be appropriate to maintain, or possibly change, conduction delays to sustain phase coupling of neural oscillations.

Many processes are involved in establishing appropriate myelination on individual axons, but perinodal astrocytes provide a mechanism of remodeling that could help establish and maintain proper myelin thickness and nodal properties necessary for the optimal conduction latencies in neural circuits. By regulating myelin structure and CV, perinodal astrocytes could also contribute to structural modifications of white matter seen in animal studies and by human brain magnetic resonance imaging after various learning tasks (20). Further research will be required to determine if astrocyte remodeling of myelin structure is modified by neural impulse activity. Chemically induced exocytosis of PN1 in cultured astrocytes does not predict physiologically induced exocytosis, but the Ca2+ dependency of exocytosis supports the possibility of modulating these perinodal astrocyte functions by ligand or ion-gated calcium channels activated by neuronal firing.

Many studies have used this transgenic mouse to study the effects of exocytosis from astrocytes, and the model is well characterized (12, 29), but none have concerned myelin. With the exception of certain neurogenic regions, where GFAP can be
expressed transiently in neural progenitor cells, these studies show that the gene is expressed only in astrocytes under strict Dox control, as was the case in our studies. One study, however, reported expression of the gene in some neurons (40), prompting us to use an independent method to reduce vesicle release from astrocytes by using viral transfection of tetanus toxin in WT rats, and the results matched the findings using the dnVAMP2 transgenic mouse. Effects on retinal activity were evident in this transgenic mouse by electoretinogram analysis, and none would be expected because GFAP is not expressed in Müller glia under normal conditions, and blocking excitocytosis from Müller glia using botulinum neurotoxin B has no effects on retinal responses (41).

The actions of astrocytes in regulating myelin and nodal structure could be relevant to myelin disorders. Abnormalities in astrocytes can lead to leukodystrophies, such as in Alexander’s disease and neomyelinspitica optica (42). Conditions increasing CNS thrombin levels, such as hypoxia or injury, or impairing exocytosis in astrocytes could promote cleavage of NF155 and detachment of myelin from the axon. Expression of NF155 is altered near active demyelinating lesions in multiple sclerosis (43), and paranodal septate junctions are compromised with age, followed by myelin disruption (44). The mechanism for these age-related changes is unknown, but thrombin can be produced locally in brain tissue in association with neurofilibrillary tangles in Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinsonism dementia (45), and astrocytes begin to express thrombin in Alzheimer’s disease (28). Therapies to promote recovery from demyelinating disease may be possible by targeting perinodal astrocytes and thrombin-mediated cleavage of NF155.

Materials and Methods

For full details, see SI Appendix, SI Materials and Methods.

Exocytosis in astrocytes was reduced by two methods: an astrocyte-specific viral vector to express tetanus toxin light chain in astrocytes in the corpus callosum of rats and a transgenic mouse expressing a fragment of VAMP2 in astrocytes studied in the optic nerve and visual cortex. All research involving animals was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, National Institutes of Health.
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